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Testimony received by Institute Assistant Bożysław Kurowski, LL M  

transcribed 

Confidential 

Record of Witness Testimony 7 

Here stands Mr Stanisław Domosławski born on 13 March 1921 

in Lviv , occupation student of architecture at Lviv Polytechnic 

religion Roman Catholic , parents’ forenames Henryk and Maria 

last place of residence in Poland Cracow, ulica Ogrodowa 6 [lit. ‘6 Ogrodowa Street’] 

current place of residence Lund, Kiliansgatan 11 

 

who – having been cautioned as to the importance of truthful testimony as well as to the responsibility 

for, and consequences of, false testimony – hereby declares as follows: 

I was interned at the concentration camp in incarcerated in Lviv at the prison in ulica Łąckiego 

from 27 February 1942 to 30 September 1942 as a political prisoner  

bearing the number  and wearing a   -coloured triangle 

with the letter  

I was later interned in the same prison 

from 1 January 1944 to mid-February 1944. 

 

 Asked whether, with regard to my internment and my labour at the concentration camp, I 

possess any particular knowledge about how the camp was organized, how prisoners were treated, their 

living and working conditions, medical and pastoral care, the hygienic conditions in the camp, or any 

particular events concerning any aspect of camp life, I state as follows: 

The testimony consists of fifty-one pages of handwriting and describes the following: 

I. Lviv during the Soviet occupation from September 1939 to 1941 

Surrender of Lviv and disarmament of soldiers – Invalidation of Polish currency as of 24 December 1939 and 

aftermath – NKVD and mass arrests – Show trials and sentences – NKVD interrogation methods and individual 

phases of resistance break-down – Interrogators repeating persuasion tactics and questions ad nauseam – Torture 

– Changes to the school system and curriculum – Non-removal of public collections, property, and so on from 

Lviv – Heavy taxation of churches with the clear intention of shutting them down – The building caretaker and 

his underlings as the crucial consultative authority – The fate of General Zulauf’s family – Enthusiasm of Jews 

for the Red Army, their activity in the Bolshevik ranks and hostile attitude towards Poles – 
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Tasks of the politruk (politicheskiy rukovoditel [lit. ‘political leader’ (Russ.)]) – Meetings – Ukrainians – 

Determined attitude of Polish society – Underground resistance work: caching arms and smuggling people 

abroad (routes and technique) – Ukrainian and Russian as official languages – First Soviet proclamations – 

Deportation of 40,000 Poles deep into Russia (14 April 1940) – How this was carried out – Second deportation 

in June 1940 – The deportees’ living conditions – Expulsions under §11 – Outbreak of the German–Soviet War 

– Massacres in Lviv’s prisons – Jewish involvement in the slaughter – Mob justice – German forensic medical 

committees 

II. Lviv during the German occupation from 1941 to 1944 

Supplementary food provided to the townspeople by the Deutsche Luftwaffe and OT [Organisation Todt, a 

German engineering group] – Banderites [banderowcy (Pol.), Ukrainian nationalists associated with Stepan 

Bandera] in the administration of regions east of the San River and part of the Bug River – Arrests of university 

students – Institutions of higher learning – Unexecuted reprivatization order – Currency issues – Libraries, 

museums, theatres, press – Churches – Nur für Deutsche und Verbündete [‘For Germans and Allies Only’ 

(Ger.)] – Witness’s arrest – Interrogations at the Gestapo station – Being beaten over the head and wrists, 

followed by wine and cigarettes – Torture – Being beaten with a gas mask on – Signing a statement – Feeling of 

helplessness and regret over loss of human dignity – Typhus – ‘To the sand’ executions – The prison in ulica 

Łąckiego – Volksdeutschers [ethnic Germans] from the pre-war Evangelical school in Lviv – ‘Judas hole’ – 

Inspections and beating – Frequent executions – Reserve officers registering with authorities and then shot dead 

– The list of Katyń victims – ‘Komitetówka’ soup from RGO [Rada Główna Opiekuńcza, Central Welfare 

Council, Pol.] – Cleaning the floor with the bottom edge of a glass flask – Cell inspections known as ‘hatranki’ 

[Pol.] – ‘Crested larks’ and bartering the belongings of the dead – Talks held in the cell – Mass execution of 

Jews – An interrogation over supper without the use of beating – Obligation to remain silent, donation of 

confiscated property to the Red Cross – Release 

III. Polish life in Lviv Voivodeship from 1942 to 1944 

RGO – Professor Weigl’s typhus institute – The Professor Bering Institute – The education system – The 

Baudienst [lit. ‘construction service’, Ger.] – Extermination of the youth – Rapacious forest management: resin 

extraction, tree-felling, Acantholyda sawflies, tree nurseries, devastation by local people – Anti-Polish 

Ukrainian nationalist movement – Reprisals by AK and NSZ [Armia Krajowa (the Home Army), the primary 

Polish resistance group; Narodowe Siły Zbrojne (the National Armed Forces), a right-wing Polish resistance 

group] – Murder of Jan Kazimierz University professors in 1941 – Mass executions starting in the summer of 

1943 – Transports of Jews to Majdanek, herded like cattle to the slaughter – Jews zealously beating their 

brethren  Read, signed, and accepted by 

 

B. Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921 in Lviv, student of architecture at 

Lviv Polytechnic 

 

Lviv 

during the disarmament of Polish forces in September 1939 

In September 1939, the city of Lviv was surrounded from the west (i.e. Zimna Woda, Gródek Jagielloński, 

Winniki [Zymna Voda, Horodok, Vynnyky (Ukr.)]) by German forces, and from the east (i.e. Brzuchowice, 

Hołosko [Bryukhovychi, Holosko (Ukr.)]) by the Bolshevik army [sic]. I was in Lviv at the time, in the 3rd 

Company of the Defence of Lviv volunteer battalion based at Mary Magdalene [Secondary] School. Eventually, 

the Polish military authorities decided to surrender Lviv to the Bolsheviks. Their troops entered the city and the 

disarmament of Polish troops followed. The mood was grim. Soldiers generally refused to allow themselves to 

be disarmed; there were suicides among officers. Rifles were cached while heavy weapons such as artillery 

pieces, mortars (grenade launchers), and heavy machine guns were disassembled. 

 The medical battalion’s partially intact supply depot in ulica Jabłonowskich ended up almost entirely in 

the hands of the Red Army. Soviet soldiers disarming the Polish military in Lviv proclaimed that captured 

materiel would be used in the ongoing war with the Germans and should therefore be handed over in its entirety. 

Stores of food were emptied by the civilian population. The occupation of the city proceeded in an unplanned 

manner; directives were chaotic and supply operations, disorganized. Part of the Lviv garrison held on to their 

weapons and exploited the gap between the retreating German troops and the advancing Bolsheviks to force 

their way through to Romania. 

Invalidation of Polish currency on 24 December 1939 

In the lead-up to Christmas Eve 1939, there was a conspicuous lack of interest in Polish life  
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in Lviv apart from sporadic arrests. It was only then, on 24 December 1939, that the Polish currency of the time 

was invalidated with immediate effect and no right whatsoever to exchange it. At the same time, the Russian 

rouble was introduced as the sole form of legal tender. Within a day, panic broke out and the situation became 

extremely fraught, because employees had until then been paid by the Soviet authorities in Polish zlotys; and 

even the Soviets themselves had been using Polish currency, trying to keep the Russian rouble from entering 

circulation. This directive also had a moral dimension to it, for the situation left the Polish populace with no 

monetary resources during their most important holiday [illegible crossing-out] and therefore no way of making 

holiday purchases. The situation was so dire that in some houses there was no bread at all. None of the shops 

would accept Polish zlotys and all were eager to get rid of them. In order to acquire and stock up on roubles, 

local people disposed of sumptuous and valuable items to the benefit of Soviet buyers. 

The NKVD and mass arrests in Lviv 

This period also saw the beginning of mass arrests aimed at the families of upper-ranking military men, former 

police officers, members of the clergy, and the political and academic intelligentsia. Also arrested were all 

upper-, mid-, and low-ranking forestry workers, out of fear that they might collaborate with any partisan or 

military formations on Polish soil that had not yet relinquished their weapons. These arrests were carried out by 

the NKVD (Narodny Komissariat Vnutryennikh Dyel [People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs]). Lorries 

would pull up in front of the relevant buildings at around 3 or 4 a.m. and within five to ten minutes everyone 

who happened to be in the designated residence at that time would be taken away. Men, women, children, the 

old and sick were driven away in the lorries, destination unknown, permitted to take literally nothing with them. 

Often, the arrestees 
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would even be deported wearing their nightclothes with only a coat on top. Generally, the arrestees’ personal 

documents would be left behind in the home, unused by police officers during their investigation. Several 

NKVD agents would remain inside the deported family’s apartment and then arrest anyone who entered or 

called round to visit. Some of the arrestees were tried in court cases that had a staged quality to them, and the 

verdicts could be predicted at the outset. Sentences ranged from two to twenty years of hard labour in the depths 

of Russia. Death sentences were not officially issued, in accordance with the penal system in Russia, because 

exile and hard labour often resulted in death anyway. The trials would take place either in Kiev or Lviv. Some 

of the arrestees would return several months later; however, approximately sixty per cent of them vanished 

without a trace and no explanation could be obtained from the Russian authorities. These arrests took place 

every day and the number of people arrested climbed into the thousands. Beatings were not carried out during 

the arrest procedure; at least, I never heard about any such thing and I know that in principle the Russians did 

not beat when making an arrest. 

NKVD interrogation methods 

and the individual phases of breaking an interrogation subject’s resistance 

My knowledge of how interrogations and investigations were conducted comes from people of both Polish 

background and Ukrainian (Banderites) who had been discharged from Russian prisons. These sources are 

trustworthy; their reports concur with one another and thus each corroborates the truth of the others. During the 

German occupation, I spent time in prison alongside Banderites. In the first instance, the interrogation method 

focused on persuasion and then measures would gradually be ratcheted up (physical torture) in order to bring 

about a mental breakdown in the subject. Prisoners would be called away to interrogations only at night. 

Questioning was done by a panel 
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of three or four NKVD men. The first would call on the interrogation subject to confess, explaining the futility 

of refusing to make a statement; at the same time, he would present files that he claimed already proved the 

subject’s guilt and say that stubborn silence and non-admission of guilt were only making matters worse. This 

mild-mannered approach would last about half an hour. 

 At that point, the second man would present the moral suffering of the arrestee’s family with the 

words: ‘Listen, durak [fool (Russ.)], your wife is waiting at home; your children don’t know what has happened 

to their father; everyone is distraught,’ etc. If these appeals failed to produce any result, the third NKVD man 

would step forward and explain to the interrogation subject that police authorities were aware it was not he who 

was truly at fault but rather the superiors to whom he answered; the court might take this into account as a 

mitigating circumstance and possibly absolve him of guilt and punishment. 

 Finally, the fourth would propose collaboration with the NKVD in the event of a confession, while 

outlining the huge advantages that such collaboration had to offer. Interrogations of this kind would go on for 

several hours and be repeated several nights in a row. Throughout this, the NKVD demonstrated great patience 

in repeating themselves ad nauseam. This method was designed to push the subject to the point of complete 

mental exhaustion and detect any contradictions in his answers. I myself was also interrogated by a similar 

method. The matter related to membership in Stronnictwo Narodowe [National Party (Pol.); a Polish nationalist 

political party]. This one-off interrogation took place in 1940, in the morning time, inside the NKVD office, 

where I had presented myself after being summoned from my place of work. When I denied belonging to 

Stronnictwo Narodowe and substantiated my denial, the interrogator listened to me patiently and very 

attentively, nodding along to my explanations. Yet when I finished he asked the question: ‘Well, horosho, but 

zachem ty tam rabotal? [Well OK, but why were you working there? (Russ.)]’ In reply to my repeated 

explanations – which he listened to with the same attentiveness – he posed the same question again, and we 

repeated this procedure ad nauseam. Ultimately, however, he deemed my explanations sufficient and I avoided 

arrest. – Read, signed, and accepted. 

Cont’d on page 5 [illegible crossing-out] 

Bożysław Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921 in Lviv, student of architecture at 

Lviv Polytechnic 

 

 Returning to the subject, I will mention that if the persuasion method produced a negative result after 

several sessions, the interrogators would resort to physical torture, such as beating, breaking ribs, and knocking 

out teeth. One man who was interrogated was subjected to the following method. He was taken down into a 

cellar where he could see bloodstains and corpses lying in a corner. He was informed that if he did not confess 

he would be shot dead. When the man refused, a second prisoner (clearly preordained to die) was led in and 

killed with a gunshot from a revolver to the back of the head, with the first man forced to watch the execution. 

Confronted with sustained, stubborn silence, the NKVD agent ordered the man to face the wall and with the 

words ‘chert poberi tvoyu familyu’ [‘let your name be damned’ (Russ.)] put his revolver against the man’s head 

while simultaneously rotating the cylinder so that the firing pin struck the already spent cartridge when it fell. 

Then, taking full advantage of the stress generated in that moment, he asked a series of prepared questions; 

when the interrogation subject made a categorical denial, he was led back to his cell. 

Changes made to the curriculum and education system in Lviv during the Russian occupation 

In 1940, schooling resumed in Lviv. Classes in every kind of school from elementary to university level were 

held according to the pre-war curriculum. At secondary level and below, the subjects of Polish Geography and 

Religion were abolished, while at higher levels so too were Introduction to Philosophy and Issues of 

Contemporary Life. Finally, the study of Polish history was overhauled, especially Polish–Russian relations and 

the period of Stefan Batory and Ivan the Terrible; moreover, history was viewed through the lens of class 

struggle. Russian and Ukrainian language study was introduced, as was the history of the AUCP(B) (All-Union 
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Communist Party (of Bolsheviks)). The school system underwent restructuring; namely, the four-year 

elementary school plus gimnazjum and liceum [junior and senior secondary schools, respectively (Pol.)] were 

replaced with the Soviet ten-year system. At institutions of higher learning, Russian, Ukrainian, and the History 

of the AUCP(B) were made compulsory subjects in accordance with the wartime system. I myself began my 

studies in the department of architecture at Lviv Polytechnic in 1941, and these subjects were compulsory for 

me as well. 

Non-removal of public collections, property, and so on from Lviv 

I did not see the Russians remove anything from Lviv. They probably did not do so for propaganda reasons, as 

Lviv, alongside several other Russian cities (Moscow, Leningrad, Dnieprostroi [sic]), was intended to be a 

model city. 

 Likewise, the property of the Polytechnic – libraries, artworks, and other furnishings – remained where 

it was. 

Heavy taxation of churches with the clear intention of shutting them down 

The issue of churches was settled in a very interesting manner. There was an obvious intention to shut churches 

down but this could not be carried out officially in light of the publically stated principles of tolerance. Churches 

were therefore treated as religious associations, which were heavily taxed. As the outstanding balance was paid 

off, the rate of taxation would rise. Poles tried to settle the sums demanded of them, but ultimately the method of 

ever higher taxation could only end in church closures, justified by the failure of ‘religious associations’ to meet 

their obligations to the state. At the same time, priests were forbidden from wearing their cassocks and members 

of monastic orders, their habits. 

The building caretaker and his underlings as the crucial consultative authority 

A trusted figure who supplied NKVD officials with information and opinions about building residents was the 

caretaker. His opinion was authoritative and had a decisive influence on a building resident’s fate. I remember 

that as a result of the favourable opinion of the building caretaker at ulica Hauke-Bosaka 1 in Lviv, my parents 

were not deported as ‘bourgeois pigs’ but – thanks solely to this 
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opinion – were merely expelled from Lviv. Expulsion (under §11) involved having to leave the city with the 

option of settling anywhere one wished outside of a 100-kilometre radius from the place of expulsion, excluding 

cities with a population over 100,000. 

 In another case, due to an unfavourable opinion from her building caretaker at ulica Tarnowskiego 50, 

Lviv, the wife of General Zulauf was deported along with her mother, daughter, and son during a mass 

deportation on 14 April 1940. They were taken deep into Russia, to the Semipalatinsk Oblast, where she died a 

year later, as did her mother. I will add, in passing, that according to my sources Gen. Zulauf of Lviv’s 

Dowództwo Okręgu Korpusu VI [Corps District Command No. 6 (Pol.)] died at an internment camp in Lviv 

Germany. I am so familiar with the details of this case because the family were close friends of my parents. We 

also received letters from Semipalatinsk in which they described their harrowing ordeals and terrible living 

conditions. 

 I know that soliciting the caretaker’s opinion and its decisive influence were part of the Soviet system 

and that this was widely practised in Lviv. At the same time, it should be pointed out that all major 

entrepreneurs and property owners were judged by their former employees under instructions from the Soviet 

authorities, and oftentimes a single unfavourable assessment would determine the fate of the person being 

judged – despite positive opinions from other employees. I know many such cases from my personal 

observations. 

Jews during the Russian occupation 

of Lviv 

When Soviet forces entered Lviv, the Jewish population could be seen enthusiastically welcoming them. The 

Jews greeted them with flowers, kissed the Russian tanks, met them halfway with trays laden with food, invited 

them into their homes for refreshments – I witnessed all of this personally. One could hear Jews saying: ‘At last, 

your wretched Poland is finished. Now, better times are on the way.’ Immediately, there sprung up small groups 

of Jewish milicjants [(communist) policemen, Pol.] (among whom there were also Poles); 
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wearing red armbands and armed with guns, these men disarmed Polish soldiers and officers, tearing off their 

decorations and distinctions, and then led them away to gathering points from which they were sent onward to 

internment camps. There were numerous denunciations of Polish officers, whom the Soviets were particularly 

keen to find. Any high-ranking jobs offering material advantages and involving minimal responsibility were 

filled by Jews, such as in so-called ‘bakaliya’ [grocery (Ukr.)] shops and Mishacztorchy [sic] food stores, 

investigative positions in the NKVD and milicja, building administrators (so-called uprawdoms) etc. Another 

position occupied by Jews was that of politruk. This position existed in all major institutions and factories. The 

tasks and responsibilities of the politruk included providing opinions about employees, preventing or 

forestalling acts of sabotage, ensuring maximum work efficiency, and giving political lectures once or twice a 

week at rallies. All employees were required to attend. Failure to appear at a rally would get one arrested on 

charges of non-law-abiding conduct. 

Ukrainians in Lviv during the Russian occupation 

The Ukrainian independence movement (Banderites) did not exhibit any activity in the first phase of the Russian 

occupation, and the Ukrainian question was entirely non-existent. They were distraught at the German 

withdrawal to the demarcation line. However, it should be pointed out that Ukrainian paramilitaries harried 

Polish forces as they were retreating in the face of the German advance. This involved firing on Polish troops, 

treacherously murdering soldiers and officers while they slept, refusing to provide billets or carriage, etc. There 

was also talk of raids on Polish landed estates and settlements. Numerous acts of mob justice were also 

perpetrated by Ukrainian paramilitaries among the Polish rural population, particularly against village leaders 

[sołtysi (Pol.)], teachers, and priests. Read, signed, and accepted by 

Bożysław Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921 in Lviv, student of architecture at 

Lviv Polytechnic, cont’d 

 

 It was not until the spring of 1941 that a major crackdown was launched against Ukrainian nationalists 

(Banderites), leading to mass arrests. The NKVD had been aware of the relationship between German Ukrainian 

nationalists and Germany, but by remaining indifferent up until the last moment the NKVD’s political organs 

were intended to be seen as unwilling to take action on this. The mass arrests paralyzed the Ukrainian effort to 

harass the rearguard of the retreating Soviet forces. It must be pointed out that under the Russians there had been 

many Ukrainians in the administration of the city of Lviv as well as in the ranks of the milicja. Ukrainian 

nationalists had a tendency to fill these positions. 

Attitude of Lviv’s Polish community 

towards the Soviet occupation 

The attitude of Lviv’s Polish community as Russian troops were entering the city was decidedly hostile. In the 

first phase of the Russian occupation, liberation organizations began to form among the military, intelligentsia, 

and youth. This activity was rather spontaneous and the connections between the individual organizations were 

initially loose. Resistance work ran along two fundamental lines: firstly, amassing and caching firearms, 

especially rifles, grenades, and automatic weapons; and secondly, smuggling people capable of bearing arms – 

specialists of various kinds – to Romania and Hungary. The basic organizational unit was the five-man squad. 

Polish society split immediately into two clear-cut camps: communists, who set about collaborating with the 

Soviets; and the rest, who adopted a stance of firm opposition. There were no factions in between. 
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Anti-communist propaganda, delivered in the form of lectures and talks where resistance organizations were 

active, was not about providing news of political developments, as there were absolutely no theoretical or 

practical restrictions on listening to foreign radio stations in Lviv throughout the Russian occupation. Certain 

Polish military units in Soviet-occupied Poland who had not relinquished their weapons – in particular in the 

areas of Białowieża Forest, Volhynia, Polesia, and Subcarpathia – would later develop into Polish partisan units. 

 At the very beginning of the occupation, a proclamation (which I read) made Russian and Ukrainian 

the official languages of Lviv. 

Soviet proclamations made exclusively in Russian and Ukrainian 

The first proclamations made it known that the civilian and military authority of the city of Lviv was the 

military garrison commander. They instated Eastern European Time and, at the same time, a ten o’clock curfew 

(twelve o’clock according to Eastern European Time); and they ordered that all military-use items be turned in 

at designated collection points under penalty of death. These initial proclamations, like all that followed, were 

issued only in Russian and Ukrainian. 

Guiding people across the Romanian, Hungarian, and Czech borders – routes and techniques 

During the first phase of the occupation, my job involved organizing the ensuring the orderly transit of people 

who had to be redeployed from Lviv to Romania. Initially, this happened via the road through Kuty. Later, due 

to a heavy NKVD presence at the border, border-crossing activities were redirected towards Hungary, where the 

crossing point was the Sniatyn area. Still later, namely in late 1940, it became impossible to move people into 

Hungary or Romania owing to very heavy NKVD patrols along the border,  
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so smuggling activities were redirected towards German-occupied Poland, where the crossing point was the 

village of Werchrata, near Rava-Ruska. Next, people who were smuggled through Czechoslovakia and Hungary 

would make their way to their destination. 

 Since large-scale smuggling was out of the question, people would be put into twos or threes at most 

and, in numerical order, conveyed to the appropriate contacts. With time, the NKVD created used Polish 

communists within their ranks to create a parallel organization. Their aim was to catch people crossing the 

border. On the payroll of this fake human-smuggling organization were approximately 2,000 (two thousand) 

agents in south-eastern Poland. Their guiding during the initial legs of the route was similar to the methods and 

techniques used by Polish organizations, but upon crossing the border their guide would lead his group to an 

NKVD patrol with which he had been in prior contact. The people in the group would be arrested on the spot, 

imprisoned, and then transported deep into Russia. I personally recall the case of my friend, Zygmunt [illegible 

crossing-out] Gdela, who instead of waiting for his turn began to make his own arrangements and thus ended up 

in the hands of the NKVD, followed by a Kiev prison. 

The first mass deportation of Poles from Lviv on 14 April 1940 

How it was conducted – Fate of deportees in the depths of Russia 

On 14 April 1940, the first major operation was held deporting Poles from greater Lviv deep into Russia. The 

deportations were compulsory and followed a list that had been prepared beforehand by the NKVD. Subject to 

deportation was everyone who had been arrested in the first phase of the occupation, along with their families 

who until that point had still been free. The list of deportees also included the families of military men, officers 

on active service and in the reserve, families of POWs interned at camps in both Russia and Germany, families 

of people who were abroad, 
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and masses of intelligentsia. All lorries based in Lviv and the surrounding area were mobilized, and civilian 

vehicles were requisitioned from neighbouring villages for the operation. It began on the night of 13–14 April 

1940 and lasted approximately thirty-two hours non-stop. The deportees, whose numbers were calculated in the 

region of 40,000 (forty thousand), were loaded into covered freight wagons (roughly forty people per two-axle 

wagon) at Kleparów and Podzamcze [Klepariv and Pidzamche (Ukr.)] railway stations. The wagons were sealed 

and the transport took place under escort by NKVD soldiers. I observed this from close up, for I was searching 

for General Zulauf’s wife and family and found them in a wagon that had already been shut and readied for 

departure. These transports were dispatched to the following regions deep within Russia: Semipalatinsk, 

Kazakhstan, and the Hungry Steppe. From these areas, letters written by the deportees came back to Lviv. I read 

many letters from deportees; I no longer remember their names. My parents received letters from General 

Zulauf’s family and other people they knew. The letters contained descriptions of the deportees’ living 

conditions and day-to-day existence. They lived in dugout shelters without the most basic everyday items. They 

were robbed by herdsmen grazing their camels. Rape and violence were an everyday occurrence; even 12-year-

old girls were ravished. There was no medical care or assistance whatsoever. Starvation was rife; people fed on 

foraged tubers. Some articles of clothing would be traded for potatoes and other foodstuffs from the local 

people. It should be mentioned that money (Soviet roubles) had no value at all for the local people. All trade 

was done by barter. The climate was extremely continental, and the temperature swings were enormous: from 

over 40°C in the daytime falling to minus 4°C at night. Campfires would therefore be made from camel dung 

that was dried for this purpose. There was no other form of fuel. Read, signed, and accepted by 

 

Bożysław Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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Later, the deportees were relocated to nearby kolkhozes and brickyards, where [they worked] for approximately 

fourteen hours a day. Wages, in the form of food products, were paid proportionately to the amount of work 

done. Because the production quotas were very high and meeting them was impossible, the deportees suffered 

constant hunger which only grew worse as their strength waned. All that could help them were the food parcels 

they received from home, of which roughly forty per cent never arrived at their destinations. Cases The death 

rate was high. Entire families would remain together at a given location. 

 Letters were not censored and [note written above text] for example [/note] took four to five weeks to 

go from Semipalatinsk to Lviv. 

 With regard to the deportation operation on 14 April 1940 in Lviv, there were no violent incidents. 

Families were permitted to take everything from their homes and had half an hour to pack their belongings. Due 

to the nervous strain the deportees were under, they would take unnecessary items while leaving behind such 

things as foodstuffs, underwear, fur clothing, and jewellery. Just what sort of nervous strain these people were 

then under can be seen in their choice to take, for example, canaries, a few buttered slices of bread, a stamp 

collection, some precious books, or pictures of sentimental value. Apartments were sealed and their contents 

were taken to public depots, from which they became the property of upper-ranking Soviet public officials by 

way of allocations. 

 Deportees were not informed why they were being deported, nor of the destination, conditions, or 

duration of the journey. 
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Second deportation of tens of thousands of Poles deep into Russia 

In the month of June 1940, a second transport took place bearing the designation ‘refugee transport’. Things 

looked as follows. In late April, registration began of the Polish population whose place of permanent residence 

prior to 1 September 1939 was west of the Bug and San Rivers but who, because of the German invasion, had 

retreated along with Polish forces into the eastern reaches of Poland. This registration was conducted in 

agreement with the German authorities, with the stated intention of transporting these people back to their 

former places of residence in western Poland. This registration first and foremost concerned Germans and Poles 

of German descent. These people continued to be repatriated via the city of Przemyśl until May 20 or 

thereabouts. After this date, further repatriation was terminated. As a result, a large number of Poles did not 

return to their places of residence and remained behind in Soviet-occupied territory. Thanks to the thoroughly 

conducted registration, the NKVD had all the personal details of the ones who remained. In June 1940, the 

entirety of this population was deported from [note written above text] south- [/note] eastern Lesser Poland I do 

not know what happened deep into Russia. I do not know what happened to these people in the Vilnius region or 

in Polesia. The transport’s destination was somewhere in the area of central Siberia; letters returned from there, 

including ones sent by acquaintances of mine. The deportation methods used in this case were similar to those 

used on 14 April 1940. Living conditions were similar; these people, the number of whom from Lviv and the 

surrounding area was put at 20,000 (twenty thousand), were abandoned to their fate. Through letters from an 

associate of mine who was exiled on this transport, Jerzy Kornel of Warsaw, I know that after a while physically 

fit individuals were selected for transport deep into the forests of Siberia and put to work tapping trees 
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for resin. Living conditions were terrible; food portions were rationed out proportionately to the amount of work 

done. The residents lived in crude barrack-like structures that failed to protect them from the cold; they had no 

beds or blankets and were deprived of medical care. I have no further knowledge of the fate of the deportees, for 

our correspondence was interrupted by the war. 

Expulsions on the basis of §11 

In early 1940, my parents and I were summoned to the milicja station (Robotniczo-Krystiańska Milicja Mista 

Lwowa [sic, the Workers’ and Peasants’ Milicja of the City of Lviv]) in ulica Zielona, where [the milicja] 

demanded we return our Soviet-issued documents (passports issued in January stating we belonged to western 

Ukraine and were of Polish nationality). After handing over our passports, we were asked to sign Russian-

language documents whose contents were unknown to us. In the belief that we were signing receipts for the 

returned passports, we put our signatures on the documents. Then the station chief informed us that on the basis 

of denunciation and by decision of the police authorities, we had been presented with a so-called §11 order 

expelling us from the city of Lviv and had signed it voluntarily. 

 This order was entered into our passports, which were then returned to us. We were to leave Lviv 

within eleven days and had the right to take all of our movable property with us. At the same time, we were 

informed that our presence in any of the cities provided for under the law (those with over 100,000 (one hundred 

thousand) residents) was punishable by up to two years’ imprisonment or deportation deep into Russia. A new 

place of residence had to be found outside a minimum radius of 100 (one hundred) kilometres from the city of 

Lviv. Moreover, we were forbidden from settling in Volhynia. In practice, Poles generally did not relocate any 

farther than 20–30 kilometres from Lviv; otherwise, if they were to abide by the above restrictions, they would 

be forced to seek places of residence in Russian territories. Such §11 expulsions were a mass phenomenon. The 

intention was undoubtedly to rid Lviv of Polish intelligentsia whilst at the same time 
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reinforcing the Russian presence there: vacated apartments were taken over by Soviets. As a rule, §11 orders 

were issued to all major business or shop owners and members of the intelligentsia – and exclusively to those of 

Polish nationality. In contrast, I can cite some Jewish companies whose owners did not receive §11 orders: the 

Schütz and Chajes Bank, Bernard Koller (one of the biggest footwear companies), the Gabriel Stark department 

store, etc. 

 The circumstances endured by deportees were of course very harsh. They generally lived in the 

countryside in exceptionally primitive conditions, while at the same time being subjected by the authorities to 

[note written above text] constant [/note] difficulties in terms of getting jobs, food rations, registrations of 

residency, etc. 

Outbreak of the German–Soviet War and massacres in Lviv’s prisons 

The year 1941 came. Society was not at all expecting the German–Soviet conflict. There was only one Polish-

language newspaper being published in Lviv: Czerwony Sztandar [The Red Banner (Pol.)]. Press censorship 

was such that it was impossible to learn anything about actual German–Soviet relations from the newspaper. In 

the months of May and June 1941, mass arrests were carried out among Lviv’s remaining Polish and Ukrainian 

population. All of the prisons were filled beyond capacity. The German–Soviet war began on the night of 21–22 

June 1941. Within days, the Germans were standing outside Lviv, which the Bolsheviks abandoned in a panic. 

At the last moment, however, the Germans halted and refrained from entering Lviv – they were trying to 

consolidate the front line. During this roughly two-day period, Lviv belonged to nobody. Having become aware 

of the situation, the NKVD returned to Lviv and, with the help of Jewish communists, began to liquidate the 

prisons, massacring and gunning down all of the arrestees. This liquidation was enormous in scale, so much so 

that only about a dozen arrestees managed to be saved of all those imprisoned at the ulica Łąckiego prison and 

the prison in Zamarstynów [Zamarstyniv]. 

Cont’d on page 17 Read, signed, and accepted by 

Bożysław Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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 Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, cont’d 

 

 In cells measuring twelve square metres, I saw piles of bodies – roughly forty to fifty murdered 

prisoners – some four or five hours directly after the Germans entered the city. In Zamarstynów, where they had 

mainly incarcerated active servicemen, reserve officers, and anyone who belonged to underground 

organizations, I found piles of horrifically mutilated bodies (bullet-ridden, stabbed with bayonets, heads cleaved 

open, eyes gouged out, tongues cut off). The Germans were allowing people in, because families were trying to 

track down their loved ones and were carrying people outside. As part of this, the Germans created Jewish 

labour columns [work gangs, from Ger. Kolonne] who cleared the cells and carried the corpses outside for 

identification. There were tragic scenes: mothers sobbing . . . some broke down and were taken away to the 

insane asylum. When I entered the prison in Zamarstynów, the Germans had unwalled one of the basement cells 

with a depth of roughly two metres and an area of roughly eighteen square metres. At the time, I was struck by 

the awful stench of decomposing bodies. In the light of the German soldiers’ electric torches, I saw piles of 

bodies already beginning to form a jelly-like mass, among which it was still possible to make out the remnants 

of Polish military uniforms. The Germans immediately walled the cell in again and the corpses were removed 

by the Germans in the winter of 1941–42 with the assistance of Jewish labour columns, which I also witnessed 

directly. 

Massacre at the Prison in ulica Łąckiego [lit. ‘Łąckiego Street’ (Pol.)] 

The name ‘Prison in ulica Łąckiego’ comes from (the period of the S[oviet] occupation) the time of the murders 

described above. The Bolsheviks had created the prison by repurposing a former military police building, the 

entrance to which was in ulica Leona Sapiehy. The courtyard of the prison abutted ulica Łąckiego, from which it 

was separated by a wooden fence topped with barbed wire. 
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Owing to the fact that the prison gate off ulica Leona Sapiehy was locked and bolted shut when the Germans 

entered the city, the townspeople broke down the fence in ulica Łąckiego and took this way into the prison. Over 

a roughly two-week period, the prison was cleared via this route and thus it came to be called ‘the Prison in 

ulica Łąckiego’, even though there was no actual building entrance on that side. Inside the prison, there were 

also piles of corpses; apart from the bodies in the cells, approximately five graves were discovered in the 

courtyard, each of which held, on average, 100–120 (one hundred to one hundred and twenty) people who had 

been murdered with a gunshot to the back of the head. These remains were already in a state of decomposition. 

It should be mentioned at this point that among the remains of the inhumanly massacred, I saw a drooping-

headed body nailed to the wall in a cruciform position (the arms and legs were nailed with hooks roughly twelve 

centimetres in length); he was a Polish priest still wearing his cassock. I do not presently remember his surname. 

Additionally, I saw the remains of a mother whose belly had been slashed open, her foetus pulled out, and her 

breasts cut off. The body had no other injuries, which means this was the manner in which she was killed. 

Massacre of prisoners in Brygidki [Prison] 

 As for the prison in ulica Kazimierzowska, aka ‘Brygidki’, some of the detainees there managed to 

escape before the liquidation – approximately 300 (three hundred) people. The rest – some of whom had been 

trying to escape when they were stopped by NKVD forces entering the prison – were also massacred. Next, their 

remains were brought down from the courtyard to the cells and shut inside; then the prison building was doused 

with a flammable substance and [illegible crossing-out] set alight. The fire was extinguished by the incoming 

German military with the help of the civilian townspeople. 

Jewish involvement in the slaughter – Mob justice 

 Amid this mass slaughter, there were numerous incidents of mob justice and attempts at catching any 

and all NKVD collaborators who had not managed to escape. At the same time, the townspeople learned from 

those who had evaded death 
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in the prisons that in addition to the NKVD itself, local Jewish communists had also played an active role in the 

prison massacres; among the latter, a former executioner at these prisons was caught and executed – the butcher 

Jew of Zamarstynów, whose surname was Reiss if I recall rightly. In light of this, the townspeople resorted to 

mob justice and reprisals that were also directed against the Jewish population. 

 I can state that given everything the Polish people of Lviv had gone through during the two-year Soviet 

occupation, along with their recent experience of these mass slaughters, they had difficulty containing displays 

of joy towards the newly arrived Germans and not treating them like liberators. 

German forensic medical committees 

 After their arrival, the Germans immediately set about organizing forensic medical commissions to 

investigate the crimes carried out in Lviv’s prisons. They recorded testimony from people who had identified 

their loved ones among the discovered human remains; they took photographs of individuals according to the 

requirements of the investigation and forensic medicine, as well as other photographs that provided continuity in 

presenting the murders. This evidence was probably sent deep into the Reich. Announcements were also put up 

around town stating that anyone who had any details regarding the prison massacres was called upon to provide 

them to the authorities. 

 I will add, on the basis of accounts from Ukrainian prisoners, that during the beginning of the Soviet 

evacuation from Lviv the reduced complement of guards staffing Lviv’s prisons put the following preventative 

measure in place: outside of mealtimes, prisoners had to sit cross-legged with their backs to the door and arms 

behind their necks. The cell doors were left open while guards paced the corridors. Whenever this order was 

disobeyed, guards would take the offenders into the courtyard and shoot them dead. 
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Supplementary food provided to the townspeople by the Deutsche Luftwaffe and OT 

During the first two months of the occupation of Lviv by German forces (Lviv was captured in the final week of 

June 1941), air force (Deutsche Luftwaffe) and OT (Organisation Todt) formations were based in the city and 

they organized relief for the townspeople. Over a period of one and a half months, a nutritious two-dish dinner 

was issued once a day from field kitchens. It should be pointed out that these meals were not made from the 

troops’ leftovers. Priority in field kitchen queues was given to women, children, and the elderly. This relief was 

later halted by order of higher authorities. 

Administration of the city of Lviv 

On the basis of previous agreements with the Germans, the Banderite Ukrainian nationalist organization 

immediately established their administration of the territory east of the San River and part of the Bug River as a 

constituent of the Ukrainian state to come. A flag with the colours of Ukraine – yellow and blue – was flown 

from Lviv’s town hall. A few days later, however, this flag was taken down by the Germans and the Nazi 

German flag was flown instead. At the same time, directives appeared on walls around Lviv, written in three 

languages – German, Ukrainian, and Polish, in that order – and signed ‘Der Stadthauptmann in 

Generalgouvernement Distrikt Galizien’ [‘City governor in the General Government – Galicia District’ (Ger.)]. 

Concurrently with this, the Ukrainian administration was liquidated and replaced with a German one, such that 

higher-ranking officials were German while Ukrainians were left in the police service. All low-ranking official 

positions were temporarily assumed by [note written above crossing-out] imposed on [/note] Poles, for hardly 

five per cent of the Ukrainian nationalists spoke any German (the official language) and those who did spoke it 

poorly. 

The words ‘assumed by’ were crossed out and the words ‘imposed on’ were written in their place. 

Read, signed, and accepted by  

 
Bożysław Kurowski 

 Stanisław Domosławski 
Witness 
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Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921 in Lviv, student of architecture at 

Lviv Polytechnic, cont’d – 

German arrests in Lviv 

The first wave of arrests began in late summer 1941 as a result of Ukrainian police reports to the Gestapo, 

mainly targeted at young people studying at Lviv’s institutions of higher learning. Most were students of 

medicine or the Veterinary Academy. They were arrested because of their political convictions and suspected 

membership in independence organizations. Thanks to the efforts of the vice-chancellor and professors, a 

substantial proportion (approx. eighty per cent) were released after about a month. The fate of the rest is 

unknown to me personally. 

 Over time the arrests intensified, yet unlike the Russian ones they were not what one might characterize 

as mass arrests. Ten people or so would be arrested per day, insofar as I was able to observe during my stint in 

prison. In the winter of 1941–42, almost all active Banderites were arrested and, after six to eleven months in 

custody, were transported to camps in the heart of the Reich. 

Institutions of higher learning 

Universities were shut by the Germans, but elementary schools, gimnazjums, and technical schools were kept 

open. Certain faculties such as architecture, civil engineering, mechanics, and medicine were later reopened. 

This closure of universities occurred, I believe, in the autumn of 1941 following arrests. 

Unexecuted reprivatization order 

In September 1941, the German occupying authorities publically announced that all property nationalized by the 

Bolshevik authorities would be reprivatized. This resolution, however, was never implemented. Up until the end 

of the German 
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occupation, such property was treated as though it were state-owned. My father’s real estate in the city was 

treated as state property the entire time; likewise, shops were not returned to their previous owners. 

Currency issues 

In August 1941, the German mark replaced the Soviet rouble as the legal currency in the occupied territories, at 

a 10:2:1 ratio of roubles to zlotys to marks. There were no limits whatsoever on the amount that could be 

converted. The Bank of Issue in ulica Kościuszki performed conversions. Polish pre-war coins retained their 

nominal value. It was announced that foreign currency and shares of all kinds were to be handed over to the 

Foreign Currency Bank, where they would be held on deposit but without any right to withdrawal or option to 

exchange for legal tender. This was a form of unofficial confiscation, so the percentage of people who came 

forward to the Foreign Currency Bank was very small and these did so only because of threatened penal 

sanctions. 

Libraries, museums, and theatres 

Straight after the Germans entered Lviv and once the city’s German civilian authorities had stabilized, all 

libraries, museums, and theatres were shut. Their collections were examined and some were sent to the Reich 

while others were destroyed. A negligible percentage of worthless fiction was made available to the general 

public. 

Press 

As for newspapers, only Dziennik Polski [The Polish Daily] was retained under the name Gazeta Polska [The 

Polish Gazette], alongside the Ukrainian Lvivski Visti [The Lviv Herald] and the German Lemberger Zeitung 

[The Lviv Gazette]. 

Churches 

All churches remained open except for the Jesuit church, which was converted into a German garrison church. 

No particular restrictions 
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were put in place. 

Nur für Deutsche und Verbündete 

The first ‘Nur für Deutsche und Verbündete’ signs appeared on city streets in early summer 1942. They 

encompassed Teatr Wielki [The Grand Theatre (Pol.)], Teatr Mały [The Small Theatre (Pol.)], first- and second-

class entertainment establishments, food and clothing shops (the largest and medium-sized stores), first- and 

second-class cinemas, the first tramcars, train wagons (only Pullman coaches), convenient entrances to all public 

institutions, and even toilets in railway stations, city hall, voivodeship offices, etc. 

Interrogations at the Gestapo station – Beating – Torture 

On 27 February 1942, I was arrested by the Gestapo in the street near Teatr Wielki and taken to the so-called 

‘Bezirk’ [district (Ger.)] prison in ulica Kazimierzowska. I was held there until the end of May 1942 and then 

transferred to the prison in ulica Łąckiego. The latter was entirely under Gestapo supervision. During 

interrogation, I learned that I was suspected of several offences: forging documents, belonging to an 

independence organization, and currency trading. I was interrogated in the Gestapo building in ulica Pełczyńska 

from 13 to 16 March 1942 every day from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. with a one-hour break for lunch. This took place in 

Room 221 on the second floor in Abteilung III-B [Department III-B (Ger.)]. The interrogations were conducted 

by Gestapo men by the names of Kleiberg and Mizeles. Upon being led into the room, I was asked in German if 

I spoke the language. I pretended not to understand the question; the point of this was to ensure I had time to 

consider my reply before the interpreter, whom they summoned in the meantime, could render the questions in 

Polish. Once my personal details were taken down, they demanded I confess to the allegations against me. 

When I responded in the negative and tried to explain that I knew nothing about such matters and that perhaps 

this was a case 
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of mistaken identity, I was pelted with a volley of blows. At first, they beat me with rubber police truncheons in 

the head and wrists; I was using my arms to shield my face and head. After a dozen or so blows, I fell to the 

floor unconscious. I came to in a puddle of water that had been doused over me. My head and arms hurt more 

than anything else. The other parts of my body were not bruised. Next, I was lifted up, treated to a cigarette, and 

given red wine to drink, with the advice that if were to continue stubbornly refusing to confess, specialists 

would be called in who would teach me to speak. My negat silence persisted, and so one of the Gestapo men 

telephoned the SS duty room and called in two men. A few minutes later, two tall, well-built SS men Gestapo 

soldiers entered the room I was being interrogated in. As they came in I received several blows to the face from 

them, and they ordered me to strip down to my shirt, underwear, and trousers. Then, an iron rod was inserted 

behind my knees while I was seated. From the other side, I was made to take the rod in the crooks of my elbows, 

after which my hands were cuffed together. Bound in this fashion, I was kept in a squatting position. Next, the 

protruding portions of the iron rod were placed on the backrests of chairs. Thus, I was suspended in the air, head 

down. Both Gestapo soldiers took leather whips that had been laid out on a table and took positions on either 

side of me; then, in alternation, they beat me with all their strength. I counted over one hundred lashes at the 

time before fainting from the pain. Upon regaining consciousness, I was doused with water again but did not 

have the strength to get up, even though I had been uncuffed. I was lifted, placed on a chair, and ordered to 

speak. Read, signed, and accepted by 

 

Bożysław Kurowski  Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 

 Cont’d on page 25 
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Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921 in Lviv, cont’d 

 

By then, I found myself in a strange state of numbness and the lashes that followed did not cause me as much 

pain. The feeling of fear that had initially overwhelmed me now vanished, and my resolve hardened. At that 

point, I was being beaten while seated in a chair from which I soon fell to the floor. As I lay there, I tried above 

all to shield my kidneys from injury. By then, I was being beaten not only by the two Gestapo soldiers but also 

by the non-commissioned officers who were leading the interrogations. At one point, the beating was interrupted 

and NCO Kleiberg began trying to persuade me, via the interpreter, that my stubborn silence was foolish and 

only making my situation worse. At the same time, he emphasized that [illegible crossing-out] he was giving me 

roughly an hour to think things over. This was at around 1 p.m. I was led down some stairs to cells located in the 

basement of the Gestapo building where there were no furnishings whatsoever. Throughout that time, I lay on 

the concrete floor which pressed hard against my flesh. At around 2.30 p.m. I was led from the cell and taken 

upstairs via a lift to the same room I had been interrogated in that morning. Kleiberg asked me if I had wised up. 

Upon hearing my negative reply denying the charges against me, Kleiberg and Mizeles began to beat me with a 

sort of wild abandon. Mizeles, in particular, when he saw the first traces of blood on my face, began to beat me 

all over my body with a chair. After two or three blows the chair fell to pieces, but Mizeles took hold of a chair 

leg and, using the sharp edge of it, pounded my thigh and shoulder muscles. There came a point when one of 

them struck me extremely hard in my already aching head, 
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knocking me unconscious. When I came to, I could see that I was back in the same cell I had been locked inside 

earlier that day during the lunch break. My body ached all over and I felt intensely nauseous, but what plagued 

me most of all was a steadily growing thirst. I had no idea what time of day it was, as it was dark inside the cell 

and the little window overlooked the building courtyard. After a while, when my growing thirst got the better of 

me, I knocked on the cell door and asked a Ukrainian standing guard to be let out to the toilet. He agreed and, 

escorting me all the while, even allowed me to have a quick wash in the toilet. After returning to the cell, I lay 

down on the floor and fell asleep. In the morning, someone abruptly jerked me awake. Standing inside the cell 

was Kleiberg; the interpreter, who had woken me, told me to get dressed for interrogation. I was so badly 

bruised that lifting myself from the floor gave me a great deal of trouble. 

Hanging from the door – Variable resistor as an instrument of torture 

 After coming into the room, Kleiberg said the following to the interpreter: ‘Kurz nicht gut. Will er 

sprechen oder nicht?’ [‘In short – not good. Does he want to speak or not?’ (Ger.)] The overall impression I had 

of my interrogators’ behaviour was one of unrelenting determination and hatred. While my first interrogation 

had been chaotic from start to end, in this interrogation I could discern a well-thought-out plan in terms of the 

ways and means being applied. That day, I noticed that they had adopted a cold, cynical stance towards me – my 

reactions did not provoke them at all. I was handcuffed; more specifically, my hands were bound behind my 

back. A table was pushed over to a door that led to an adjoining room and the door was opened. Then I was 

ordered to climb onto the table and place my cuffed hands over the open door. In detail, this looked as follows: 

on one side of the door was my body, while my arms, pulled backwards, hung down  
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on the other side, with my shoulders propped against the open door; thus, the full weight of my body rested on 

my shoulders. At that point, one of the Gestapo men lifted up my legs while the other pushed the table away 

from the door. At first, I didn’t realize what the point of all this was. Because my arm muscles automatically 

tensed to bear the weight of my body as it pulled me down, this prevented me from raising my arms and freeing 

myself from the hanging position without potentially snapping my arms out of their shoulder sockets. After a 

few moments, the muscles relaxed and my body, pulling downwards, twisted my arms upwards. I felt greater 

and greater pain and then fainted. I came to on the floor; I didn’t have the strength to get up and was so 

exhausted that I had to be lifted and put on a chair. I rested my head on my folded arms on a table. Then one of 

the torturers, with a penknife he had been using to peel an apple, stabbed me twice in the hand; I still have the 

scars to this day. (The witness shows scars visible on the palm of his right hand.) This was followed by a break, 

during which I slowly recovered my strength. Then I was taken into the next room; by then, it was 2 p.m. (the 

hanging torture had begun at 10 a.m. according to a wall clock in the room, and it lasted about twelve minutes). 

In this room were a variable resistor and a transformer. Partially bare wires were placed on my arms and one on 

my neck. Next, they were switched on and the current was steadily increased by adjusting the resistor. At first, I 

did not feel any pain, but later it felt as though every joint in my body were being snapped, especially my wrists 

and the vertebrae of my neck, where the wires had been placed. This caused me to faint once again, and in the 

evening I found myself back in my cell. 
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 By then, I had lost track of what time it was. I tried to get up but collapsed from exhaustion and spent a 

rather long time lying on the floor. Slowly, however, I managed to pick myself up and knock on the door to 

make another request for water. This time, the door was opened by a Gestapo man who shoved me back into the 

cell with a kick. As I fell, I struck my head against the wall and lay in a stupor until morning. The cell was 

extremely narrow (two metres by three metres), and I was [note written above text] completely [/note] alone 

inside it. 

 At that point, for the first time [note written above text] in my life [/note] in a long time I cried [sic]. 

This crying was not based on any particularly deep feeling, but was simply a strange nervous reaction. 

Third day in prison 

On Sunday morning, the third day of my imprisonment, the Ukrainian guard brought me some coffee and two 

buttered slices of bread. At the time, I wasn’t the least bit hungry but I was tormented by thirst, especially for 

something hot to drink. So I was brought a cup of coffee. Although it was very hot and burned my lips, I 

practically gulped it down. My bread, I left uneaten. I lay like that all day and night until Monday morning. 

Being beaten with a [note written above text] gas [/note] mask on 

On Monday morning began the third and final day of interrogation and torture. After being led into the room, I 

was left alone for about an hour. In the meantime, Kleiberg and Mizeles leafed through some files which later 

turned out to be my purported statement. It consisted of approximately thirty pages of typewriting on foolscap. 

To this very day, I still do not know the contents of that statement. I was ordered to sign it and had initially 

decided to do so, as I was at the limit of my endurance. My only desire was to be left in peace, and I wanted the 

interrogation to come to an end at last. Read, signed, and accepted by 

Stanisław Domosławski 
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 Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921 in Lviv, cont’d 

 

I didn’t even fear death. I did, however, feel sorry for my parents and had an overwhelming desire to see them 

again. Yet I refused to sign. At that point, Kleiberg ordered me to kneel on the floor and lean forward; then he 

slid a chair under my chest and told me to put my head and arms through the backrest. Next, he sat on my lower 

back and placed a gas mask over my face while presumably Mizeles began to beat me over my bottom and 

thighs. Of all the methods used thus far, I found this to be the worst. I was suffocating in the mask, especially 

given that one breathes deeper and faster when being beaten. The blows themselves caused terrible pain, 

combined with the torment of not being able to take in air freely. In my head, I felt a strong reaction to each 

blow. It did not take many blows for me to faint – I was at the limit of my endurance. Around 1 p.m. I was taken 

downstairs to my cell, and around 8 p.m. two SS men drove me to the prison in ulica Kazimierzowska. 

Feeling of helplessness and regret over loss of human dignity 

 Thus finished the first stage of my investigation, and by this time I fully believed in the Gestapo 

methods of inquiry and torture that I had been told so much about. I had experienced them for myself. As an 

aside, I will add that I saw a great number of people who had in many cases been beaten much worse than I had. 

There were no exceptions: both men and women were beaten. I saw older people about 50 years of age with 

bloodied faces and too little strength to walk. An older fellow whose name I cannot remember vomited bile as a 

result of beating and died three days later. 

 What caused the most torment of all was the feeling of helplessness in the face of the violence and 

violations being inflicted, as well as regret over  
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losing one’s human dignity and entering a mental and physical condition incomparable to that of the basest of 

creatures. I highly doubt that even the finest pen – or film, which in our time renders life with such realism – 

would be able to recreate the entirety of what people went through in the prisons and camps. 

The prison in ulica Kazimierzowska 

The prison in ulica Kazimierzowska was located in an old prison building that had been constructed in the time 

of Austrian rule (prior to the First World War). It had been designed to hold approximately 300 (three hundred) 

people in normal conditions. However, during my stint there (i.e. from 27 February till the end of May 1942) the 

prison held an average of 800–900 (eight hundred to nine hundred) people: men and women. The prison 

authorities More specifically, prisoner accommodation looked as follows. There were no beds in the cells; straw 

was strewn over the floor and changed every four weeks. No blankets were provided by the prison 

administration; we bedded down in our own clothes. Conditions in the cell were very cramped; a cell measuring 

six metres by eight metres (e.g. Cell 8 on the first floor) held roughly 120 (one hundred and twenty) people over 

a period of two or three days, and otherwise held 50–80 people on average. Bodily needs were relieved inside 

the cell – prisoners were not escorted out. The daily food provision consisted of 250 grams of bread and 

20 grams of marmalade. For breakfast, we were given unsweetened black coffee. Lunch consisted of watery 

soup; prisoners were constantly searching their soup portion for something substantial and would only find three 

or four tablespoons of boiled grains or flour used as thickener. There was a certain periodicity to the lunches; 

that is, every day for a month [note written above text] or so [/note] they consisted of swede soup, then soup 

made from rotten sauerkraut, and then the following month pickled green tomatoes or cucumbers and so on. 

 There was no work for political prisoners. The only prisoners who went to work were those whose 

cases were handled by the criminal police, aka Kripo [from Kriminalpolizei (Ger.)], 
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and those already serving their sentences. The overall mood in the cell was cheerful. It was a mixed population 

[illegible crossing-out] in terms of social class and nationality (Jews, Ukrainians, and Poles); some prisoners – 

doctors, engineers, and lawyers – would give lectures and in this way self-improvement took place in the cells. 

Inmates also played checkers, chess, and cards and read newspapers. Cell 8 was a special one. The Polish prison 

warden tried to hand-pick men for that cell; he only admitted political prisoners and chose them on an 

intellectual basis. Charges were later brought against him. A newspaper was also delivered to the cell every day, 

and cigarettes and parcels made their way in from outside. Every morning and evening before Appell [roll call, 

Ger.], we would stand together in a close formation and recite a prayer. 

 Once, in March 1942, a juvenile cell attempted to liberate the entire prison. However, this failed due to 

betrayal by one of the juveniles, and the organizers were transported away from the prison as a result. What 

happened to them afterwards, I do not know. The liberation was meant to take place in the night-time, and for 

this purpose an opening had been made in the wall towards a fireplace in the cell that connected with the 

corridor. 

 With regard to the prison personnel, the prison warden, doctor, and warders were Polish and they did 

what they could to help the prisoners despite being strictly forbidden from doing so by the Germans. The 

Germans seldom appeared. Among the warders there were also Ruthenians (who had nothing to do with 

Bandera). The prison physician, Dr Bromilski, frequented the prison outside of working hours, especially when 

an epidemic of typhus and typhoid broke out, coming to visit the sick late at night. He set up an infirmary and 

had it furnished with beds; and he also brought food parcels for sick prisoners despite the prohibitions. It was 

not uncommon for him to provide medicine in the case of more serious illnesses either. The costs he incurred by 

helping prisoners were mainly covered out of his own pocket. 
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I know about this from a medical orderly. Besides, it once came to light that he had sold a watch to buy 

medicine for a patient whose family were unable to help. Both he and the warden (whose name I do not 

remember) demonstrated great selflessness and dedication. 

 At that prison, I myself was initially placed in a Ukrainian cell (a so-called transit cell) but transferred 

to Cell 8 a week later. Throughout my time at that prison, the Gestapo took no interest in me whatsoever. 

 The lice at that prison were incredible. Lice inspections, ordered by our (elected) cell commander, took 

place five times a day: after the morning wash, again around 10 a.m., after lunch, after the afternoon walk, and 

before sleeping. Each of us killed approximately 300 (three hundred) lice per day. The typhus epidemic reached 

mass proportions throughout the prison. Many people contracted the illness (myself among them), but thanks to 

Dr Bromilski’s rescue efforts there were not many deaths. It is hard for me to say how many died because the 

number of prisoners varied from cell to cell. 

Mass shootings 

In April 1942 (I believe it was the seventeenth of April) directly after the Easter holidays, forty-odd people were 

taken away for execution. This was called ‘[going] to the sand’ – an old sandpit near Lesienice [Lysynychi 

(Ukr.)], not far from a yeast factory. Execution was on the basis of individual sentences, and everyone taken was 

in prison on account of the Gestapo. Through a window, I saw the condemned prisoners being led into the 

courtyard and ordered to undress by the wall, that is, remove their shoes, coats, and furs. From officials working 

in the prison office, we learned that this entire transport went for execution. 

 On 13 March 1942, a similar execution was conducted by the Gestapo on eleven people, mostly 

Jewish, but I know about this only from others’ accounts. Read, signed, and accepted by  

Bożysław Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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 Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921, cont’d 

 

 Overall, it should be stated that the prison administration (which was Polish until the end of March 

1942, at which point it theoretically passed into the hands of the German authorities) and warders at the prison 

in ulica Kazimierzowska tried to create the best possible living conditions for the prisoners (apart from habitual 

criminals). Women were also given special care. Their cells were located on the second floor and were relatively 

clean and decently furnished. The women’s cells had bunk beds with straw-stuffed mattresses and blankets. 

Inside the cell were flowers that women who worked in the prison garden would bring back with them. Women 

were assigned to the cells according to their intellectual level; cell assignments for both men and women were of 

course conducted by the Polish administration on its own initiative. 

 

 In late May 1942, the Gestapo set about transferring all of their detainees from the prison in ulica 

Kazimierzowska to the prison in ulica Łąckiego. One or two groups would be transferred per day, each group 

comprising at most ten people. The journey would be made on foot under escort by Gestapo men and 

Ukrainians. After the preliminaries such as shaving, bathing, and so on, during which beatings were 

commonplace, we were put into our cells. They called us ‘Zuwachs’ [new additions, Ger.], as they derisively 

called everyone who found themselves in the prison for the first time. The prison warders were Ukrainian and 

Czech Volksdeutschers in Gestapo uniform, as well as a few Polish Volksdeutschers who in pre-war times had 

been pupils at Lviv’s Evangelical school in ulica Kochanowskiego and [Mieczysław] Kistryn’s school in ulica 

Mikołaja. These were young people who although they knew Polish didn’t use it, but rather spoke 
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German among themselves and with prisoners, in some cases poorly. Unlike at the prison in ulica 

Kazimierzowska, the level of discipline here was extremely high. Lying down and laying out blankets was 

forbidden in the daytime; even prisoners who returned from interrogations severely beaten could not lie down 

but only sit. This was monitored by warders through a glass peephole in the door, aka a ‘Judas hole’. When the 

door opened and the Wachmann [guard, Ger.] or anyone from the prison administration came in, prisoners had 

to quickly stand to attention in a double row while the cell commander (designated or elected from among the 

cellmates) gave his status report. It should be pointed out that it took five to ten seconds to open the door, 

because the doors were only bolted shut in the daytime. In a four-by-five-metre cell there were on average forty 

or so prisoners, so this was nowhere near enough time for prisoners to muster. Thus, anyone who was not yet 

standing to attention in a straight line would be called out into the corridor by the Wachmann, who would beat 

‘military discipline’ into them, as they themselves used to call it. Such inspections were carried out 

approximately fifteen times a day and resulted in exercises in the corridor. Prisoners would be beaten with 

truncheons, canes, and Peitsches [whips, Ger.] – never bare hands. 

 It should be emphasized that prisoners were beaten at every opportunity. The following men were 

particularly egregious in this regard: of the prison authorities, deputy warden Martens; and of the Wachmen, 

four who wore Gestapo uniform (one Czech, one Silesian, and two Volksdeutschers from the Evangelical 

school). For example, when ‘the cell’ went to the showers, they would use whips to herd the several dozen 

prisoners. Then they would run the showers at around 75°C and drive the prisoners into them. They would keep 

people under the showers for some five minutes, scalding them, and then run the water cold. Prisoners would 

spend half an hour bathing this way. Whenever they jumped out of the hot showers they would be beaten and 

kicked in the abdominal area. 

 Every two or three weeks, prisoners would be shot en masse. The number of victims in each transport 
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was 300–400 (three hundred to four hundred). They were broadly mixed; it was not only political prisoners who 

were shot, but also all the Jews, the incurably ill, habitual criminals, and prostitutes. In the later period, in 

August and September, the number of victims was swelled by reserve officers who, complying with a directive 

from the German authorities, had registered at the relevant government offices only later to be incarcerated at 

the prison in ulica Łąckiego. I found the name of one of these officers, who was a cellmate of mine at the time, 

on the list of Katyń victims. His name was Capt. Jan Domaradzki. I remember him being taken from the cell for 

execution. It was near the end of August 1942. During one of these operations, thirteen out of the seventeen 

prisoners in our cell were taken away for execution. There were only four of us left in the cell, including two 

prisoners with criminal police cases whose offences were petty in nature and who expected to be set free any 

day, as well as the aforementioned Capt. Domaradzki, who after his arrest by the Gestapo gave only an outline 

of his life during interrogation. (It bears mentioning that no charges of belonging to an underground 

organization were brought against Capt. Domaradzki, nor any similar political accusations; emphasis was 

merely placed on his reserve officer rank, a fact which Domaradzki, by his own admission, found surprising.) I 

was the fourth. Then the cell door was opened again at night and a drunk Gestapo man tried to decipher one of 

our surnames from a file, repeating the syllables ‘Do-mo . . . Do-ma . . .’ Since out of everyone present my case 

was the most serious, I was convinced that this was about me. I stood up and went over to the door. Then, when 

asked, I gave my full name, which did not match the name in the file. The date of birth which I provided was not 

right either. I realized that this actually concerned Domaradzki, whose name I had read off a sheet of paper. He, 

like the others, was taken ‘to the sand’. News going round the prison and the circum- 
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stances accompanying Capt. Domaradzki’s removal (such as the heavy armed escort in the corridor) indicated 

that the transport was destined for execution. 

 Due to errors in the prison filing system, there occurred cases where certain prisoners would be taken 

away to be shot and discharge papers would arrive for them afterwards. The prisoners destined for execution 

would be whipped along by drunk guards, ordered to strip naked, and herded onto lorries. Then, lying flat, they 

would be covered with a tarpaulin on top of which several of the guards would sit. Tailing the lorries, there 

would always be a large police vehicle with a searchlight, machine gun, and dogs in order to thwart any attempt 

to escape. 

Daily routine at the prison in ulica Łąckiego 

Wake-up was at 5.30 a.m. A Gestapo man would walk from cell to cell, booting the doors and screaming 

‘Aufstehen!’ [‘Get up!’ (Ger.)] This was followed by a cell clean-up and personal washing. At 6 a.m. would 

begin the bread distribution: 100–150 grams per person. An hour later, coffee would be served; it was generally 

cold, with no sugar or saccharin. The Kübels [buckets, Ger.] would be carried out of the cells before or after 

breakfast. Around 9 or 10 a.m. there was a once-weekly medical inspection. This inspection was performed by a 

Jewish doctor named Bodek, himself a prisoner. The seriously ill would be moved to a sick cell; the less 

seriously ill would sometimes be given pills. For the most part, sick prisoners went without medicines. Sanitary 

and general conditions in sick cells were identical to those in cells occupied by healthy prisoners. They, too, lay 

on the floor without straw, in their own clothes, and were given the same beatings and food. The only distinction 

was that the sick cells were isolated. 

 Between 12.00 and 12.30 p.m. lunch would be served. Lunch consisted of only half a litre of watery 

soup. In the months of June and July, they served what we called ‘komitetówka’ [approx. ‘committee soup’ 

(Pol.)]’ once a week, on Fridays. 

 Read, signed, and accepted by 

 

B. Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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 Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, cont’d 

 

It would usually be given to us at suppertime, and the soup – sent by a Rada Główna Opiekuńcza (RGO) 

committee – was often thick and nutritious. In later months, thanks to efforts by RGO we would receive this 

soup three times a week: Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. Apart from this, Komitet Opieki nad Więźniami 

[Prisoner Care Committee, Pol.] was granted permission to resupply the prison with the most essential medical 

supplies once a month and deliver parcels (containing only underwear) from the detainees’ families. Prison 

supper would usually be served around 6 p.m. and it consisted of half a litre of black coffee. Prisoners were 

given special duties to perform. Everything apart from office and guard work was done by the prisoners 

themselves: medical care, workshops, showers, barber, kitchen, etc. Between mealtimes, prisoners would be 

summoned for interrogations, which took place in the Gestapo building in ulica Pełczyńska (the former Miejskie 

Zakłady Elektryczne [Municipal Electricity Board, Pol.] building). Inside the cells, prisoners’ duties included 

keeping things clean and tidy – especially the floor. The floor had to be ‘flasked’, that is, rubbed with the bottom 

edge of a glass flask, bit by bit, until it gleamed. The Wachmen would often claim to have found a dirty spot, in 

which case they would flood literally the entire cell and all the prisoners’ belongings with water that had a large 

amount of chlorinated lime dissolved in it. Then they would give us only a few hours to dry the floor and ‘flask’ 

it all over again. Failure to do so meant a severe beating from the warders. We always had to dry the wet floor 

using our own belongings, which were already soaked to begin with. Quite often, we would lie down on the 

floor to dry it faster using our body heat. Very rarely did we manage to avoid a beating. It should also be 

mentioned that the chlorinated lime saturating our clothes would 
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eat away at our skin, creating wounds that oozed pus and healed very slowly. There were also frequent cell 

searches, aka ‘hatrankas’ (this derives from the argot of thieves: ‘hatrak’ means undercover police officer), and 

mess tin inspections; the metal bars would be tested every day to see if they had been filed through, during 

which time several prisoners always had to be beaten. There were no walks. We were given showers, haircuts, 

and shaves once a month. Cells were mixed in terms of social class and nationality, and so cultural life of any 

kind was hard to come by. But it should be emphasized that solidarity and ‘organizational activities’ [slang for 

‘acquiring by illicit means’, from Ger. organisieren] in the cell were very strictly upheld, whether by the 

criminal element or the intelligentsia. It rarely ever happened that bread was stolen or prisoners were reported 

(or ‘ratted on’) to the authorities for smoking cigarettes, writing letters, etc. Smoking cigarettes and having 

pencils, needles, or knives were forbidden and punishable by solitary confinement and beating. All additional 

food ‘organized’ by the cell (beyond the standard portions) was shared out proportionately to the number of 

months already spent in custody. Cell commanders did the sharing-out. I was the commander of a sick cell, 

[illegible crossing-out] and ‘organizing’ food took various forms. For example, we would keep the bodies of 

dead prisoners but continue to report them as alive for several days, and thus their food portions would go to the 

living. The bodies would be kept until they began to smell (prisoners were permitted to lie down in the sick 

cell). Three or four people would die per day; what’s more, the Gestapo tended to avoid the sick cells and never 

verified the reported headcount. Another way of acquiring food portions involved altering the prisoner 

headcount as shown on the slate hanging on the cell door. We would do this using a piece of lime mortar from 

the wall as we were walking out with the Kübels (which happened before the bread distribution). Any 

discrepancy could always be explained by saying that the missing prisoners were at interrogations or something 

similar. A third way was by bartering dead prisoners’ 
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belongings, such as shoes or clothing. Boots cost one kilogram of bread; clothes, one and a half kilograms of 

bread. These things left the prison via ‘crested larks’, which is what we called prisoners who held special 

positions. Wachmen would buy the items from them. A prisoner’s remains would be carried out of the cell 

wearing a shirt and, sometimes, underwear. 

 Lastly, while ‘Kübeling out’, we would walk past bread for pigs where leftovers from the SS kitchen 

were dumped into troughs. There were good things there, or so we thought at the time; we would take them in 

our mess tins and carry them back to the cell inside our [note written above text] empty [/note] Kübels. 

 We were forbidden from praying collectively in the cell. Talks would occasionally be given on various 

subjects, in the form of memoirs, travelogues, and so on. However, these were not so much about edification as 

they were about taking prisoners’ minds off the reality that surrounded them and keeping them from cracking 

under the strain. 

Mass execution of Jews 

In late July, early August 1942, an incident occurred in the Lviv ghetto in which a Gestapo agent was shot dead. 

Immediately afterwards, in the prison in ulica Łąckiego an operation was launched to have every Jew on the 

prison grounds shot dead, even including Jews who held special positions. Gestapo men ran from cell to cell, 

issuing the command: ‘Alle Juden raus!’ [‘All Jews out!’] All of the Jews thus driven out, numbering 250 (two 

hundred and fifty) or so, were loaded onto lorries and driven to the sandpits in Lesienice. Several days later, 

further attempts were made to uncover any remaining Jews in the cells. 

Interrogations at the Gestapo station and release 

On 25 September 1942, I was summoned to the Gestapo station for another interrogation. The interpreter who 

was escorting me from the prison building to the Gestapo station told me that the official currently handling my 

case wanted to have me released and that I just had to give him some 
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good reasons to do so. He said that the official disapproved of the use of beating during interrogation. I 

disbelieved these assurances, sensing trickery. After being led to the room of the official, named Neumeister (in 

the rank of Oberscharführer – Room 311, Department III-B), there ensued an interpreter-mediated conversation 

about completely trivial matters that had nothing to do with my case; most of it related rather to my pre-war life. 

The conversation about these things lasted approximately three hours and political subjects were not touched 

upon. During this conversation, he had supper brought in for himself and the interpreter; then, following his 

instructions, I ate both meals. At the end of the conversation, he handed me a packet of Egipskie [cigarettes], 

some tobacco, rolling papers, and a box of matches, whilst warning me not to get searched on my way into the 

cell. 

 On the morning of 26 September 1942, a similar interrogation took place in Neumeister’s office, with 

food and tobacco given to me. At the end of the conversation, however, Neumeister informed me that on 

Monday a real interrogation would be taking place. 

 On the afternoon of 28 September 1942, I was summoned to Neumeister’s office. He tore up a file of 

documents concerning my case and tossed them into the waste-paper basket. Then, from a loose sheet of paper, 

he read off several fundamental charges being brought against me by the Gestapo. At that point, he informed me 

that I had to give a brief and persuasive response to the charges against me in support of my innocence. I must 

emphasize that while I gave these responses, he himself corrected them in an effort to present my alibi with the 

greatest possible exactitude. As for the charge of my belonging to an underground organization, in my record he 

stated that although it was impossible to disprove the charge, my non-admission of guilt during all the 

interrogations conducted by Kleiberg and Mizeles was, in his opinion (considering the methods), convincing. 

Read, signed, and accepted by 

Three words above were struck through. 

Bożysław Kurowski 
Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 
Witness 
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Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921 in Lviv, cont’d 

 

Everything about his behaviour had me utterly convinced of his kindness and good will towards me. 

 I was sent back to my cell, and then on 30 September 1942 I was called in to see Neumeister once 

again. At that point, he informed me via interpreter that everything I had stated was a lie and that I was to be 

executed. Then he typed up some forms and gave them to me to sign, while cautioning me in perfect Polish that 

this was a declaration compelling me to remain silent about everything I had seen and experienced myself 

during my time in prison. Upon seeing my total confusion and incomprehension of the situation, he went on to 

inform me that I was free to go and that I would be having dinner at home that day. I was sent back to the 

prison, where I reclaimed my deposited personal items and went home. As I was being released, Neumeister 

asked me whether the items confiscated during the search of my private home, as well as cash, should be 

returned to me or rather donated to charity. After a question like that, I decided to donate the confiscated items 

to the Red Cross and signed a declaration to that effect. At the same time, I received instructions to report to 

Neumeister’s office in Room 311, Abteilung III-B of the Gestapo station every Wednesday and Friday. This 

reporting went on for approximately three months. 

 After returning from prison, I underwent a medical examination which revealed that I had an enlarged 

right ventricle of the heart, an injured left lung, a displaced kidney, and acute nervous breakdown. The kidney 

and heart defects still trouble me to this day. I lived with my parents and worked as a technician for a 

construction company. 
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Polish life in Lviv Voivodeship in the period 1942–44 

At the forefront were two Polish institutions that operated under permission from the German civil and military 

authorities: 

 1) Rada Główna Opiekuńcza (RGO), a charitable institution organized exclusively by Poles and 

sustained by their contributions. Its objective was to provide emergency relief to Poles. 

 2) The typhus institute founded and run by Professor Weigl. This institute drew fine Poles together and 

provided them with a passable living. It was housed in an old Jan Kazimierz University building in ulica 

Mikołaja, as well as in the former Queen Jadwiga Gimnazjum building in ulica Potockiego; both buildings were 

renovated and refurnished according to the needs of the institute. It is difficult for me to state how many 

employees it had, but I believe that together with its branch locations the figure well exceeded two thousand. 

The institute employee Ausweis [identity document, Ger.] had a Wehrmacht stamp, so the institute was a state 

institution and its employees were exempt from street round-ups or labour deportations to the Reich. Among 

those working there were university professors, students, and in general people of the highest calibre. 

 In 1943, a German typhus institute named in honour of Professor Bering was opened in Lviv. Some 

very fine Poles worked there as well. However, it did not enjoy the same level of social trust as the Weigl 

Institute. At the [Professor Bering] Institute, it was the Germans who overwhelmingly had access to everything, 

whereas at the Weigl Institute decisions about hiring and all other matters were made entirely by Poles. 

The education system 

 With regard to institutions of higher learning, faculties of medicine and veterinary science remained 

open; and at the Polytechnic, the faculties of architecture and mechanics are two that I recall. Lectures were 

conducted in Ukrainian and Polish. The level of teaching was more or less the same as before 
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the war. Secondary schools were Ukrainian, and in terms of Polish secondary education only the industrial 

school was kept open. There were of course also elementary schools. 

 Secondary- and tertiary-level students were registered with the Arbeitsamt [labour bureau, Ger.], and 

their student identity document theoretically exempted them from the so-called Baudienst or deportation to the 

Reich to do forced labour. 

The Baudienst 

For young males, serving in the Baudienst was mandatory. Cohorts would be mobilized according to birth year 

by directive of the Stadthauptmann – Arbeitsabteilung [city governor – labour department, Ger.] and were 

obligated to work for the [note written above text] German [/note] state for a period ranging from seven months 

to one year. Receiving an exemption or deferral was almost impossible. In the countryside inductees would be 

placed in camps, while in towns they would be concentrated in buildings designated for this purpose. Baudienst 

service applied to young men aged 16–24. Each labour unit was headed by a German from Organisation Todt, 

assisted by Polish or Ukrainian work group leaders who were subordinate to him. Work group leader positions 

were obtained via promotions which were awarded on the basis of the number of months served and record of 

behaviour towards one’s superiors. [Labour units] carried out all national-level construction work (such as 

building roads, highways, national railroads, bridges, etc.) and they did so as unpaid workers (a payment of one 

zloty per day was made into the worker’s account as savings; one zloty could buy a box of matches or, in the 

earlier period, two cigarettes). The young men were clothed in cotton drill uniforms and wooden clogs. In the 

wintertime, cotton drill jackets or coats would be issued. On their heads, they wore forage caps with the 

Baudienst emblem (two crossed fire axes). In terms of its internal organization, the Baudienst had its own police 

force authorized 
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to carry firearms. This police force had the power of arrest and could demand assistance from the occupying 

authorities in the course of its duties. It had its own court composed of Germans whose judgements were 

respected by the German police and judicial authorities. For example, for dodging or absconding from Baudienst 

duty it would pass a sentence ranging from three months in prison up to confinement to a concentration camp. 

Many such Baudiensters ended up in Majdanek. The Baudienst had its own internal administration in every 

form. The official language was German. The work was very hard; special contingents would be designated 

with a fixed number of people assigned to complete the job in question. As a result, certain contingents put to 

work building railroads would quite often be working exceptionally hard and under strict discipline for a long 

period of time (for example, carrying rails in four-man teams over a period of two to four months). 

 As a rule, work assignments were not made on the basis of a medical examination or prior occupational 

training. Lighter duties could be obtained via bribes paid to German contacts. Poor rural and urban youths who 

were unable to pay bribes would receive exceptionally hard jobs that they could not endure. There were 

occasional – or, rather, continuous and numerous – escape attempts that resulted in the recaptured men being put 

in prisons or concentration camps. Independently of this, there were special penal units. One such unit, as I 

recall, was the Lwów-Lewandówka [Lviv-Levandivka (Ukr.)] unit, which fine young Poles would be sent to 

straight from the ranks of the newly inducted, because assignments to specific units were decided by a central 

office according to one’s references and file. 

Read, signed, and accepted by 

 

Bożysław Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921, student at Lviv Polytechnic, cont’d 

 

 In the later period, i.e. 1943–44, the young men of the Baudienst were used to repair all sorts of 

damage resulting from Banderite sabotage operations. They were used to repair railroads, bridges, highways, 

and public administration buildings. It should be emphasized that Baudienst units mainly composed of Poles 

would often be put to work in areas seeing heightened levels of Ukrainian nationalist activity, such as Volhynia 

or, in the south, the environs of Czortków, Trembowla, Kołomyja, and Stanisławów [present-day Chortkiv, 

Terebovlia, Kolomyia, and Ivano-Frankivsk]. It must also be mentioned that these units did not have adequate 

protection from the military, and the Baudienst police force, without any training, would often be sent to combat 

partisan units (including Polish ones). In early summer 1944, some Baudienst units were redeployed to the 

Cracow area in western Poland. 

 Food provisions in the Baudienst were insufficient. I know this from conversations with acquaintances 

who worked there. Parcels from home were allowed once weekly. The clothing was inappropriate, often soaking 

wet in the rainy autumn and wintertime. Accommodation conditions were also inappropriate: under-heated 

rooms in crude huts in the countryside or military barracks in the towns. These general conditions, combined 

with the hard physical labour, gradually depleted workers’ strength. Thus, the Baudienst was structured so as to 

set its workers on a collision course with German regulations (escape attempts, falling short of work targets, 

etc.), leading to imprisonment or internment in a concentration camp and thereby fulfilling the German mission 

to eliminate the youth. 

 If people filled the ranks of the Baudienst despite the harsh conditions, this was due to the climate of 

terror they lived under during both occupations. The rural population maintained an attitude 
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of utter resignation to their fate, which is characteristic of the peasant mentality in the areas under discussion. 

Apart from this, the lack of proper contacts with partisan units created confusion regarding the activities of 

Polish, Ukrainian, and Bolshevik partisan groups as well as stray bands of marauders. 

 Another cause of desertion from Baudienst units was the lack of manpower on the workers’ own farms, 

which suffered badly during the occupation – and the levies imposed on them could only be supplied if the land 

was worked more intensively. Failure to hand over the levies meant punishment. 

Rapacious forest management 

I spent the spring to late autumn of 1943 in forested areas. On the basis of what I was told by a forester named 

Lesser from Stanisławice, Bochnia Powiat, I know how Niepołomice Forest was managed in the spring and 

summer of 1943. It was treated so rapaciously that within three years the Germans had done as much felling as 

the directorate of Polish State Forests had planned, prior to the war, for a sixty-year period. The following 

causes contributed to this: 

 1) Resin extraction, which a large number of units were involved in. Resin was extracted from trees 

between sixty and eighty years of age. The amount of resin required from each tree ranged from 1.25 to 1.50 

kilograms. The resin was sent deep into the Reich to be used in military applications. The tapped trees could not 

be used as building material and were sold for firewood. 

 2) Tree-felling conducted by Germ lumber mills under German administration. These lumber mills also 

processed the timber into building materials (debarked logs, mine support beams, railway sleepers, planks, etc.). 

The felling was not, of course, conducted on the basis of rational, planned forestry management but solely with 

German needs in mind. 

 In addition to this, individual military units were granted separate rights to fell trees for their own 

needs. In the meantime, 
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such units would regularly be redeployed elsewhere, quite often to the front. The felled trees constituted military 

property belonging to whichever unit had cut them and only it had any right to use them. Since no one from the 

unit claimed them, the trees would rot. For fear of punishment, no one laid hands on the timber. In the 

Stanisławice forestry district, I myself saw masses of timber destroyed in this fashion. The same thing happened 

in other districts. 

 3) Acantholyda sawflies – insects that were probably introduced from Germany. Due to favourable 

atmospheric conditions, they also played a major role in the devastation of the forest. In fairness, efforts 

undertaken by the Germans to save the forest may have had an effect three years later, as this was how long the 

sawfly required to metamorphose from a pupa into an adult insect. 

 Due to the sawflies, huge swathes of trees forest were stripped of needles and, according to expert 

opinions, the sawflies were advancing farther and farther towards the Świętokrzyski forests. 

 4) Tree nurseries, planted in insufficient numbers owing to a lack of seed, were destroyed in autumn 

and winter by wildlife, particularly by wild boar. No form of selective culling was carried out. 

 5) The local population Poaching became more common, with a devastating effect on wildlife, 

especially roe and roebuck even in the summer months. 

 5) The local population also contributed to the destruction of the forests by felling trees solely out of a 

desire to make profit, for during this period heating fuel was very hard to come by in the towns. Efforts to 

combat poaching and woodland thefts produced little effect because of the restricted powers of forestry 

authorities (forest managers, district forest managers, forest keepers, forest guardsmen). 

 German timber companies were engaging in mass profiteering on their own initiative, and the amount 

of timber being sold on the black market could be counted not by the wagonload but by the trainload. 
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Anti-Polish Ukrainian nationalist movement – AK and NSZ reprisals 

In 1943–44, the anti-Polish Ukrainian nationalist movement was growing increasingly stronger and by spring 

1944 Poles were being openly shot in city streets even in the afternoon hours of the day, which is something I 

witnessed personally on several occasions. On the bodies of victims, Ukrainian milicjants would plant anti-

German leaflets or other evidence that they had been working against the German occupation. This period saw 

an expansion in reprisals by Polish armed forces (AK), who carried out death sentences on numerous police 

agents, both Ukrainian and German. Increased public mass executions conducted by the Germans did not 

attenuate the Polish reprisals. Consequently, the Germans put up posters around the city of Lviv stating that the 

Stadthauptmann had decided to establish a voluntary Polish civic militia in order to stop the proliferation of 

what he described as ‘criminal attacks’. Applications were to be received by local RGO committees. By 

directive of the Stadthauptmann, security patrols would be made up of one member of the Polish police as well 

as German and Ukrainian policemen. To this directive, none of the Polish citizens of Lviv This directive 

garnered no response, while the AK and NSZ reprisals continued unabated. Roughly a week later, new directives 

were issued restricting Ukrainian street patrols to those commanded by a member of the German police, which 

to some extent curtailed the Ukrainian street attacks. This affected both enlisted men and officers. Thus, the 

Ukrainian police fulfilled merely an escort role for the German police. At the same time, this directive restricted 

the right of the Ukrainian police (enlisted and officers) to carry guns only during morning and afternoon hours 

whilst on duty. As a result, street attacks by Ukrainians and reprisals ceased to take place on such a mass scale. 

Read, signed, and accepted by 

Bożysław Kurowski 

 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 
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Eyewitness testimony of Stanisław Domosławski, born on 13 March 1921 in Lviv, student of architecture at 

Lviv Polytechnic, cont’d 

Murder of Jan Kazimierz University professors 

In connection with the Ukrainians’ anti-Polish campaign, I recall that a group of Jan Kazimierz University 

professors led by Professor Rencki were murdered by the Germans as a result of false reports by the Ukrainian 

population to the German police. This was in 1941. Numbering between ten and twenty, they were the first 

victims to be shot dead by the German police. 

Mass executions in Lviv 

These started in the summer of 1943 and were held publically in Lviv. The number of people executed did not 

exceed sixteen, whereas the number of people presented for pardoning hovered around thirty (men and women). 

The townspeople would learn about public executions from red-coloured posters, the contents of which, as I 

recall, looked similar to those of posters put up in other Polish cities. In the first period, the executions would 

follow several days after assassinations carried out by the underground. By the spring and summer of 1944, the 

number of people shot dead during a single execution climbed to thirty and executions were taking place 

roughly once a week. By then, the condemned were also gagged with scarves. Later, the condemned had their 

mouths stuffed [note written above text] with something [/note] and taped over. In this way, they were prevented 

from raising patriotic cries of any kind. These executions took place in plac Zbożowa [lit. ‘Grain Square’ (Pol.)], 

past the Teatr Wielki building. I personally witnessed one such execution in 1944. 

 

 In late 1942, early 1943, I saw several operations aimed at the partial liquidation of the Lviv ghetto. 

Columns  
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of Jews were led onto the Lwów-Kleparów [Lviv-Klepariv] loading ramp under escort by German, Ukrainian, 

and Jewish police. There, they were loaded aboard trains, fifty people on average per wagon, and transported 

away to the Majdanek concentration camp. Anyone attempting to flee was shot dead on the spot, and their 

bodies lay approximately two weeks before they were buried. Winter and sub-zero temperatures stopped them 

from decomposing. To be exact, this happened on Epiphany, that is, 6 January 1943. On that date, I saw a 

column of Jews roughly one thousand strong being loaded aboard the wagons in a brutal manner, according to 

German customs, with kicking and beating. Much zeal was displayed by the Jewish policemen doing this. I 

personally witnessed the following incident. A Jewish police unit helped beat and kick all of the Jews into the 

wagons, and then the wagons were shut and sealed. One of the wagons was half empty. While the wagons were 

being shut and sealed, one of the Jewish milicjants assembled all his subordinates, numbering around twenty, 

and had them stand two abreast while he himself, standing to attention, reported in German that he had 

obediently carried out his orders to herd his fellow Jews aboard the wagons. The German transport commander 

accepted the report; then, with the words ‘jüdische Kanaille’ [‘Jewish scum’ (Ger.)] he whipped the policeman 

across the face and ordered the Ukrainian escort to herd all of the Jewish milicjants aboard the half-loaded 

wagon. This wagon, too, was shut and sealed and the entire transport left for Majdanek that night. On the 

transport were men in the prime of their lives, as well as women, children, and elderly people. The Jews on the 

transport had no belongings with them. After observing this whole operation unfold, the thought occurred to me 

that if Poles found themselves in a similar situation – if they knew that they were going to certain death – they 

would not allow themselves to be led away as the Jews had, which was reminiscent 
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of cattle being led to slaughter. That entire operation, including the incident with the Jewish milicjants, left me 

with a feeling of disgust and contempt. 

 I observed all of this from the loading ramp, where two wagonloads of wooden planks were being 

unloaded for the construction company I was then working for. Less than twenty metres away along the same 

ramp stood the wagons the Jews were being loaded into. I learned from railwaymen that the transport was bound 

for Majdanek. 

 

 As it has suddenly become necessary for me to go away for a rather long while, I must now pause my 

testimony; however, I will endeavour to continue it via correspondence. Read, signed, and accepted by 

 

Bożysław Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 Stanisław Domosławski 

Witness 

 

Comments of the receiver of the testimony: 

 While giving his testimony, the witness pauses and tries to remember certain details with precision; he 

testifies slowly and calmly, but with conviction – in an absolutely credible manner. The entirety of this 

testimony should partially be treated and evaluated in conjunction with the Institute’s records of testimony from 

witnesses Kazimierz Tylko and Władysław Gawron. This testimony was received over the course of several 

evenings after the witness’s manual labour at a factory, and it was interrupted by his sudden departure to pursue 

a Pax Romana scholarship in Spain. 

 

Bożysław Kurowski 

Institute Assistant 

 

 


